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1. Introduction 

 

Every Tuesday morning, the heads of intelligence agencies and the National Security Adviser of 

the United States gather around the American president in the Situation Room at the White House 

in Washington D.C. They discuss the most confidential document in American politics: the list of 

people in various places in the world who are considered dangerous “threats” or “terrorists,” cannot 

or should not be captured, and are recommended for secret assassination. Sometimes the list 

includes the names, pictures, and profiles of American citizens and even minors who national 

security experts in the executive branch of the US government believe should simply be killed—

not arrested and brought to trial in the US or elsewhere. The evidence against these suspects is 

classified and therefore not to be shown to a judge.  

 

Sipping coffee or tea, drinking orange juice, and perhaps sharing cookies, participants at these 

meetings discuss counter-terrorism strategies and plans, and casually advise the US President on 

which suspects should be killed in priority, even when they are far from any battlefield. The 

confidential list of suspects is officially called the "Disposition Matrix"—a name that even George 

Orwell could not have imagined in his famous novel 1984. Decisions are made quickly, after the 

president has listened for a few minutes to the opinions of his small staff around the table.  

 

These Tuesday morning meetings were initiated and formalized during the administration of Nobel 

Peace Prize winner Barack Obama. They institutionalized the practice known as “targeted killings” 

and adopted new rules and regulations that grant whoever is the US President the sole power to 

decide who among the 7 billion people on earth, must die if suspected of terrorism by a group of 

non-elected public officers entrusted to make such uncontested and irrevocable decisions.1 

Regardless of the country in which one lives, all citizens of the world are required to trust the 

sovereign, ultimate judgment and wisdom of the US president. He takes the oath to protect his 

country against terrorism and is entitled to unilaterally kill anyone anywhere in pursuit of his 

sacred mission.2 As noted by Greenwald, “The president's underlings compile their proposed lists 

of who should be executed, and the president - at a charming weekly event dubbed by White House 

aides as "Terror Tuesday" - then chooses from "baseball cards" and decrees in total secrecy who 

should die. The power of accuser, prosecutor, judge, jury, and executioner are all consolidated in 

this one man, and those powers are exercised in the dark.” (Greenwald 2013) 

 

Since this information was made public, the world has learned that it was only the tip of an iceberg: 

the world has witnessed the deaths of countless civilians, often women and children, killed by 

drone strikes in Yemen, Pakistan, Somalia, Afghanistan, or elsewhere, and simply referred as 

“collateral damages.” Under a global-war theory, the entire planet is a battlefield. Targeted 

assassinations routinely take place in countries far from any war zone… 

 

The fact that President Barack Obama, a Harvard-trained lawyer and a former constitutional law 

teacher at the University of Chicago, felt empowered and entitled by American laws and 

                                                           
1The entire process is carried out under the Executive branch of the U.S. government—with no role, no checks or 

oversight of any kind by Congress or by the Judiciary. All decisions, the basis for making them, their implementation 

and evaluation are secret. 
2In some ways, this new global chase fits into the long history of manhunts and resembles the great hunts of the past—

tracking, cornering, controlling, and capturing (Dorlin 2017). 
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regulations to make these life-and-death decisions in secrecy, and to select who should be executed 

without any charges in the court of law or due process, sheds light on the status of habeas corpus, 

liberty, and the implementation of the Bill of Rights in the country still widely viewed as the most 

“democratic” in the world.3Perhaps not surprisingly, it has also been revealed that many secretive 

practices considered illegal, undemocratic, and unethical by human rights organizations, had been 

going on in democratic countries. For instance, it was revealed that the US National Security 

Agency had wiretapped top German officials and many world leaders (including from democratic 

countries) for long-term surveillance during several decades, or eavesdropped on several French 

finance ministers and collected information on French export contracts, trade and budget talks 

(Source: Guardian 2015).  

 

These revelations emboldened authoritarian political leaders around the world to assert and defend 

their own brand of democracy—many of them using the real or imaginary threats of global terror 

to justify the adoption of liberticidal measures. After all, if US Presidents could unapologetically 

grant themselves the power to order the killing of anyone on earth without having to explain the 

reasons or provide evidence of guilt before any court of law, or secretly “dispose” of some people 

as they deem appropriate - with indefinite imprisonment or death, why wouldn’t other world 

leaders? If whoever holds power in the Oval Office can serenely wiretap the cell phones of several 

German Chancellors or that of the President of Brazil, none of them suspected of being a potential 

“terrorist,” what would prevent the leaders of Russia, China, Indonesia, Venezuela, or Burundi, 

from using similar tactics? If intelligence agencies in Western countries self-proclaimed 

“democratic” could routinely conduct intelligence-gathering operations against foreign companies 

in the name of national security, why would not other self-proclaimed democratic countries in 

Asia, Latin America, or Africa, do the same? 

 

These questions go well beyond legal debates over the extraordinarily broad powers of the “leader 

of the Free World.” The issues underlying them also transcend the philosophical debates over the 

ethics of rules and practices by “democratic” governments expected to define themselves, in all 

circumstances, as nations where transparent and strong institutions are in place to ensure that the 

                                                           
3 Interestingly, in the early 2000s, when then US President George W. Bush invoked Executive privileges to justify 

his refusal to disclose the memoranda from his Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) that legally authorized torture of 

presumed terrorists, rendition (the clandestine delivery of prisoners in US custody to other countries where they can 

be subjected to harsh interrogation techniques), warrantless eavesdropping and other bizarre practices, some well-

known American lawyers such as Dawn Johnsen (President Obama's first choice to lead the OLC) opposed it. They 

denounced the Bush practice as a grave threat to human rights, democracy, and freedom, warning that "the Bush 

Administration's excessive reliance on 'secret law' threatens the effective functioning of American democracy" and 

"the withholding from Congress and the public of legal interpretations by the [OLC] upsets the system of checks and 

balances between the executive and legislative branches of government." (Greenwald 2013). President Obama 

repeatedly refused to disclose the principal legal memoranda prepared by his own OLC lawyers that justified his 

"disposition matrix" and kill lists. He vigorously resisted lawsuits from institutions friendly to his administration (such 

as the New York Times and the American Civil Liberty Union) to obtain the OLC memorandum. Eventually, a “white 

paper” produced by the lawyers of the U.S. Department of Justice was released, purporting to justify the US President's 

power to target even Americans for assassination without due process. It was presented as a summary of the still 

concealed confidential memorandum and entitled: "Lawfulness of a Lethal Operation Directed Against a US Citizen 

Who is a Senior Operational Leader of Al-Qa'ida or An Associated Force." It basically equates any government 

accusation of terrorism with proof of guilt. In other words, a few people within the Executive branch of the government 

simply have to assert without the burden of evidence or trial that any person anywhere on earth is a terrorist, to be 

believed at face value, and be granted the legal right to “dispose” of that person as they deem appropriate - with 

indefinite imprisonment or death. 
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most sacred of all decisions (taking anyone’s life) are made within a system of checks, balances, 

and restraint. They are at the heart of the legitimacy and validity of democracy and freedom. Yet, 

despite some intellectual outrage (mainly in intellectual circles), the dominant political reaction to 

these revelations and much of the literature on global political developments, has generally been 

limited to analyses and commentaries of the mechanics of democracy. The focus has often been 

on problems with alternative, totalitarian systems to democracy (Lefort 1994), on problems with 

the process of democratic consolidation, on symptoms of its subversion by cynical political 

entrepreneurs (Levitsky and Ziblatt, 2018), on “the rise of illiberal democracies,” (Zakaria 2007, 

2019), the functioning of political institutions, etc. Most recent studies of contemporary political 

events have not examined democracy itself, its relevance and feasibility after several centuries of 

implementation in an increasingly globalized world where issues of economic governance have 

become more prevalent than almost anything else. 

 

A few authors have recently acknowledged the theoretical challenges of democracy, and its 

zigzagging path in recent decades (Gauchet 2002). Some have questioned its founding myths, 

highlighted its contradictions, and suggested its reinvention (Canfora 2006). Others have 

highlighted its superficiality, its high emotional contents, its obscenity and even naiveté (Debray 

2007). Optimists have recommended that democracy be freed from suspicion of being a mainly 

Western concept, and instead be viewed as a credible organizing tool for the polity, beyond 

universal suffrage or even elections (Sen 1997; Agamben et al. 2004). 

 

In the context of accelerated social transformations and a fast-changing world economy,4 with 

landmark technological innovations, the banalization of artificial intelligence, and the circulation 

of unprecedented amounts of capital across borders in search for return, the proposition that 

democracy is an operationalizable ideal deserves closer scrutiny. Digital computation is “a force 

that produces and serializes subjects, objects, phenomena, but also consciences and memories and 

traces, which can be coded and stored and which are capable of circulating.” (Mbembe 2019). Big 

Data and laws adopted by governments in powerful countries to have extraterritorial access to data 

offer new, easier possibilities for illegal political hacking, and for legal political interference across 

boundaries—beyond the traditional, old-fashioned political interventions which have always taken 

place among nations.5 With the interconnectivity of economic and financial systems, increasingly 

sophisticated algorithms, faster and more powerful computational instruments, and progress in 

artificial intelligence, almost all countries now have unbridled access to national databases in other 

countries. This makes all nations vulnerable and governments concerned.6 

 

                                                           
4 The center of gravity of the world economy has moved from West to East, with China becoming the biggest 

contributor to global growth and soon the largest economy. Defying doomsday predictions, China’s authoritarian 

political system has resisted shocks and crises, to the point of being viewed as an alternative model of governance to 

countries in various corners of the world (Bell 2015). 
5 See Johnson and Clack (2015) on the consequences of military interventions. 
6In 2017, China adopted its National Intelligence Law that China require all its organizations and citizens to assist 

authorities with access to information. The Chinese law, which the U.S. says is a tool for espionage, interference in 

national political matters, and possible manipulation of voters, has been cited by President Donald Trump’s 

administration as a reason to avoid doing business with companies like Huawei Technologies Co. The following year, 

the US enacted the Cloud Act (or the “Clarifying Lawful Overseas Use of Data Act”) requiring all U.S. cloud service 

firms (Microsoft, Amazon, IBM, etc.) to provide American authorities with data stored on their servers regardless of 

where it’s housed (Fouquet and Mawad 2019). 
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The largely muted reactions to revelations about the existence of the “Disposition Matrix” (also 

known as the “Kill List”), the general indifference to global eavesdropping of political and 

business leaders, the global acceptance of the death of privacy to Big Data conglomerates 

sharing information with totalitarian “democratic” government in return for business 

opportunities7, and the relativism if not confusion about standards of freedom across countries 

should force a rethinking of the meanings of democracy, and even its possibility.8 Remember: 

such idiosyncrasies are not taking place in Honduras, Equatorial Guinea, or Bhutan, but in the 

most “advanced democracy” and the most powerful country in the world—a country whose 

democratically elected President, Donald Trump, branded himself as a “stable genius” after 

doubt was expressed by his politically opponents about his mental stability... 

 

A number of “totalitarian democracies” have emerged and are relying on these new, subtle forms 

of violence to perpetuate political and economic dominance. There is also a global uprising of 

angry, populist movements using digital computation to express political opinions and to sway 

public opinion or even try to achieve political goals that they could not reach through the ballot 

box. The world is therefore getting used to violent forms of “freedom” and “democracies,” from 

above (totalitarian elites) and from below (populist movements). Both the new “democratic” 

totalitarianism and the “riot democracies” (démocracie de l’émeute, as French President 

Emmanuel Macron referred angrily to the Yellow Vest movement9) are fueled by economic and 

identity fears. 

 

The issue here is not that democracy is under attack, as often stated in the mainly nostalgic 

literature devoted to recent global developments. Some researchers and commentators appear too 

afraid to seriously consider what has become self-evident: democracy is both a great moral horizon 

and an impossible system of governance to conceptualize, apply consistently and rigorously across 

time and places, especially in a world where perceptions of economic inequality are growing, with 

an ineffective system of global governance (Crozier et al. 1975) and persistent unbalance in voice 

and powers distribution between advanced industrialized nations and developing countries.  

                                                           
7 “Humanity is on the verge of being reborn in a second form thanks to an intrinsic transformation of the horizon of 

calculation and an almost indefinite expansion of the apparatus of quantification.” (Mbembe, 2019) 
8 A good illustration of one of the rather naïve initiatives to revitalize the idea of democracy is the 2019 “Declaration 

of Principles for Freedom, Prosperity, and Peace” issued by a group of self-proclaimed “citizens, former officials, 

and representatives of governments and private entities, united by common values.” Starting from the observation 

that many people, including citizens in “free” societies, have grown skeptical of democracy, open markets, and 

international institutions, and that nationalism, populism, and protectionism are ascendant, with “authoritarian” 

powers such as China and Russia seeking to weaken “Western solidarity and libera l values,” this manifesto 

claims that for seven decades, free nations have drawn upon common principles to advance freedom, increase 

prosperity, and secure peace, and that “the resulting order, built on the foundation of democratic values and human 

dignity, has brought better lives for our citizens and billions of people around the world.” Ironically, the manifesto 

ignores the fact that much of the global prosperity observed in the world in the past four decades was due to China 

(which they consider a threat to freedom and Western values), and also responsible for a large fraction of the reduction 

in poverty in the world. 
9 The French Yellow Vest protest movement began in November 2018 as an act of defiance against the government’s 

plan to raise fuel taxes, a decision presented as a measure to help France combat global climate change. It then became 

a rallying cry against President Emmanuel Macron (elected less than two years earlier), perceived by many as an out-

of-touch “president of the rich.” Crowds started protesting every Saturday throughout the country demanding higher 

wages, as well as greater social and fiscal justice. In some places, the protests turned into riots that rampaged banks, 

businesses, as well as some iconic monuments. 
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This paper is about the need for intellectual reckoning. It starts with a commentary on what I call 

the great discordance—the paradoxical gap between secular improvements in democratization and 

economic wellbeing and the still high levels of citizen anger and disillusion around the world 

(Section 2). It then discusses the global, unsustainable democratic deficit, and explores its 

foundations—from the original sins of democracy to today’s democratic trilemma, which is the 

impossibility of building democratic systems which are ethical, based on efficient political 

institutions and universal suffrage (Section 3). The paper ends with the conclusion that the main 

law of economics is to constantly subvert politics in ways that cannot allow democracy to be more 

than an abstract ideal (section 4). 

 

2. The Great Discordance  

 

Human societies everywhere are experiencing a great malaise. Despite the undisputable 

acceleration of the pace of technological innovations in the past three centuries, which has brought 

enormous economic gains to the world, raised global income, and improved welfare and the quality 

of life globally, despite improvements in self-reported levels of happiness in a handful of countries, 

the planet is still filled with rage and anger. People in countries at all income levels are expressing 

deep levels of mistrust and dissatisfaction vis-à-vis the quality and effectiveness of their elected 

political leadership, their formal institutional systems, and the prevailing rules of the game—which 

they have often validated through free and fair elections. This section discusses the new global 

economy of anger and its paradoxical explanations, mainly in economic terms (the feeling of rising 

inequality). 

 

A. The New Economy of Anger 

 

Anger and discontent levels around the world are high, despite the fact that most available 

indicators of political and economic progress are better than they have even been. This deep 

paradox reflects a great discrepancy: by all accounts, the world has never been a “better” place to 

live. On the broad historical front, empirical research in archeology, psychology, cognitive science, 

economics and sociology suggests that things have never looked better for the human species. Any 

human being living today is much less likely to meet a violent death, or to suffer from violence or 

cruelty at the hands of others, than people living in any previous known period of world history. 

Studies of the causes of death in different eras and regions yield surprising results: analyses of 

skeletons found at archaeological sites suggest that 15 percent of prehistoric humans met a violent 

death at the hands of another person (Pinker 2011).  

 

By contrast, in societies organized around states with some forms of government, the most violent 

appears to have been Aztec Mexico, in which 5 percent of people were killed by others. The violent 

13th century Mongol conquests alone caused the deaths of an estimated 40 million people—

equivalent to 280 million people today. During the bloodiest periods of European history (the 17th 

century and the first half of the 20th), deaths in war were “only” around 3 percent. This 

“pacification process” (Pinker) was brought about by the state monopoly on the legitimate use of 

force. It confirmed Hobbes (1651)’s view that in the absence of a state, life is likely to be “nasty, 

brutish and short.” Empirical evidence shows that today’s world is less violent, less cruel and more 

peaceful than any previous period of human existence. The decline in violence holds for deaths in 
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war, murders of all sorts, fights in the family, brutal tensions in neighborhoods, etc. For instance, 

the chance of anyone living in Europe being murdered is now less than one-tenth, and in some 

countries only one-fiftieth, of what it would have been if they had lived 500 years ago. 

 

On the political front, social science research also paints a good background for optimism. 

Empiricists have described a generally positive democratic trend over the past three centuries. 

Huntington (1991) famously identified three major waves, starting in the 1820s with the widening 

of suffrage to a large proportion of the male population in the United States, and continuing for 

almost a century until 1926, bringing into being some new 29 democracies. In Huntington’s view, 

the ascent to power of Benito Mussolini in Italy in 1952 marked a reverse of democratization in 

the world. A second wave occurred after the triumph of the Allies in World War II, and a third one 

was initiated after the Portuguese military staged a coup against their authoritarian government, 

initiating profound political change that culminated in the emergence of a democratic regime. This 

last wave was enhanced by the fall of the Berlin Wall and the collapse of the communist regimes 

of East-Central Europe, and the spread of democratic ideals around the world.  

 

Huntington’s thesis has gained worldwide influence despite its weak theoretical basis, the 

conceptual flaws underlying his analysis, and the arbitrary classifications of political regimes he 

used (Monga 1996). More recently, political scientists have observed that while many countries 

have succeeded in bringing down authoritarian regimes and replacing them with freely elected 

governments, few of them can actually be considered stable democracies. In the early 1970s, 

political scientists observed that there were roughly 40 countries in the world that could be rated 

as more or less democratic. As Diamond explains, “The number increased moderately through the 

late 1970s and early 1980s as a number of states experienced transitions from authoritarian 

(predominantly military) to democratic rule. But then, in the mid-1980s, the pace of global 

democratic expansion accelerated markedly, to the point where as of 1996 there were somewhere 

between 76 and 117 democracies, depending on how one counts. How one counts is crucial, 

however, to the task of this essay: thinking about whether democracy will continue to expand in 

the world, or even hold steady at its current level. In fact, it raises the most fundamental 

philosophical and political questions of what we mean by democracy.” (Diamond 1997)10. Most 

of the countries labeled as “democratic” in recent decades still struggle to consolidate their new 

and fragile democratic institutions (Diamond 2015).  

 

Parallel to the struggle to consolidate democracy is the well-observed disillusionment: 

participation in politics and in elections has been lower than one would have expected in many 

countries, while the ability of political parties and trade unions to mobilize voters and citizens has 

been declining11. The high levels of mistrust of political leaders and disillusionment with 

democratic institutions in countries labeled “new democracies” is surprising given significant 

reported improvements in the development of liberal-democratic institutions, the extension of 

political rights and freedoms, and peaceful turnovers of power (Paller 2013). This great 

discordance appears to be even more puzzling when analyzed against the background of empirical 

research on the evolution of liberty and the effectiveness of political institutions, which 

                                                           
10 See also Monga (2002) for a theory and empirics of democratic consolidation. 
11 Gallup polls indicate that in August 2018, Americans' approval of the work the U.S. Congress stood at only 17 

percent, which was also about average for the previous 17 months. 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/240896/congressional-approval-steady-low-august.aspx 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/240896/congressional-approval-steady-low-august.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/240896/congressional-approval-steady-low-august.aspx
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consistently claims that democracy has taken root in all corners of the world: long-term trends in 

“democratization” (regardless of how it is defined) shows generally positive developments over 

the past half-century, despite some hiccups (Figure 1).12 

 

 
Figure 1: Global Trends in Governance, 1800-2017 

 
The great discordance is also notable on the economic and social front. Empiricists provide strong 

evidence to support the thesis that things have also been moving in the positive direction. Living 

conditions around the world have improved over the past 200 years, at least at the global level. 

Figure 2 shows that back in 1820, the vast majority of the world population lived in what would 

be considered extreme poverty today, while only a small fraction of the elite enjoyed higher 

standards of living (using the most common approach to poverty measurement sets, that is, a line 

with constant real value over time and space).13 Since then, the share of extremely poor people has 

declined steadily, falling below 10 percent in 2015. 

 

                                                           
12 Source: Center for Systemic Peace, http://www.systemicpeace.org/polityproject.html 
13 Extreme poverty is measured by World Bank researchers. It refers to people living with less than $1.90 per day. It 

takes into account nonmonetary forms of income, which is important for poor families relying on subsistence farming. 

The extreme poverty measure is also corrected for different price levels in different countries and adjusted for price 

changes over time. For a discussion of the pros and cons and the methodological challenges in this approach and the 

general issues with global poverty lines, see Basu (2015a and 2015b) and Osberg and Xu (2008), and Deaton (2005). 

http://www.systemicpeace.org/polityproject.html
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Figure 2: World Population Living in Extreme Poverty, 1820-2015 

 
 

Similar positive trends are observed on social issues: in 1820, 12.05 percent of the world 

population 15 years and older was literate. In 2016, it was 86.2 percent (Roser 2017). During the 

same period, the proportion of the world’s newborns who died before their 5th birthday declined 

from 43 percent to 4 percent, illustrating remarkable improvements in global health conditions. 

Stressing such “astonishing progress,” which he attributes primarily to policies supported by the 

world’s elites, Zakaria (2019) sums up enthusiastically how things can be viewed from the 

perspective of the U.S.: “After 400 years of slavery, segregation and discrimination in America, 

blacks have been moving up. After thousands of years of being treated as structurally subordinate, 

women are now gaining genuine equality. Once considered criminals or deviants, gays can finally 

live and love freely in many countries. The fact that these changes might cause discomfort to some 

is not a reason to pause, nor to forget that it represents deep and lasting human progress that we 

should celebrate.” Zakaria’s very positive assessments of the evolution of the quality of life is 

consistent with Pinker (2011)’s praise of the “rights revolution,” the revulsion against violence 

inflicted on ethnic minorities, women, children, homosexuals and animals, which has developed 

in the second half of the twentieth century. 

 

In sum, just looking at the deep trend as measured by empiricists, global happiness should be on 

the rise, perhaps even exponentially. Yet, sociopolitical well-being in various places around the 

world (in high- and low-income countries) and has been marked recently mainly by anger, 

resentment, fears, identity conflicts, and the resurgence of populism and xenophobia. 

 

How could this be? What explains the great discordance about the steady improvements in global 

political, economic and social welfare reported by empiricists, and the recent eruptions of anger 

observed in many places around the world? First, social and cognitive scientists are still struggling 

with theoretical and measurement issues surrounding comparative analyses of political wellbeing 
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Monga (2017). Various methodological problems must be addressed to elaborate intellectual and 

policy frameworks for making socially acceptable political decisions. One must obviously start 

with valid methods for defining, understanding, capturing, and measuring the notion of individual 

political well-being. The methods used for individual assessments should also be extended to 

social groups in ways that make them meaningful and credible. All this supposes that individual 

preferences can be measured at a satisfactory level of confidence and that the intrinsic 

“subjectivity” in such exercises is more than compensated by the “objectivity” of the methods 

used. Yet the innate inability of human beings to look past their intrinsically self-centered natures, 

their shifting egos and psyches, their unstable preferences, the impossibility to steadily define their 

own tastes, feelings, and opinions, and the structural limitations of any attempt to consistently 

capture and aggregate the criteria for common wellbeing, make interpersonal comparisons of 

political well-being a permanent challenge. 

 

Second, it is difficult to determine rigorously whether the past was “good” or “bad,” or to assess 

whether life is getting “better” or “worse.” Milanovic (2017) explains this difficulty quite well. He 

points to the dominant narrative about the exhilarating days at the end of the Cold War and the 

longing “for a time when unstoppable victory of democracy and neoliberal economics was a 

certainty and liberal capitalism stood at the pinnacle of human achievement.” He then contrasts 

that intellectual consensus with his own experience. He saw the end of the Cold War as an 

ambivalent event, which brought national liberation and the promise of better living standards to 

many people in Eastern Europe, but also traumatic for others through the rise of vicious 

nationalism, wars, unemployment and disastrous declines in income. His discomfort with 

triumphalism surrounding the fall of the Berlin Wall was compounded by the rather enjoyable 

memories he had of his childhood in former Yugoslavia: he never had to deal with collectivization, 

killings, political trials, endless bread lines, imprisoned free thinkers and other stories that are 

currently published in literary magazines. To the contrary, he remembers “long dinners discussing 

politics, women and nations, long Summer vacations, foreign travel, languid sunsets, whole-night 

concerts, epic soccer games, girls in mini-skirts, the smell of the new apartment in which my family 

moved, excitement of new books and of buying my favorite weekly on the evening before the day 

when it would hit the stands…” 

 

Yes, indeed: comparing various periods in history may seem like a straightforward exercise when 

relying on empirical data. In fact, it is a rather subjective task. While lots of historical and statistical 

evidence confirms that life on earth used to be shorter, sicker, riskier, and less free (with citizens 

generally having fewer options to express themselves), it does not necessarily follow that things 

are “better.” As Rothman (2018) put it, “if being alive now doesn’t feel particularly great, perhaps 

living in the past might not have felt particularly bad. Maybe human existence in most times and 

places is a mixed bag (…) By an obscure retrospective calculus, the good appears to balance out 

the bad. Frightening events seem less so in retrospect. Memory is selective, history is partial, and 

youth is a golden age. For all these reasons, our intuitive comparisons between the past and the 

present are unreliable.” Interpersonal comparisons of (political) well-being across time and places 

are conceptually as challenging as comparing a painting by 19th century romanticist Eugène 

Delacroix to a book by Dante or Garcia Marquez or Pablo Neruda… This may partly explain why 

many attempts to explain the great discordance have focused on the economics of political 

disillusionment. 
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B. The Political Economy of The Elephant Curve 

 

Why is there so much intellectual disappointment and popular anger with the political, economic, 

and social outcomes of “democratic” regimes, including in industrialized countries such as the 

United States or the United Kingdom with the oldest and strongest institutions? The most widely 

accepted explanation is the complex story of the dynamics of poverty and inequality, mainly within 

countries. “Inequality has been named as a culprit in the populist incursions of 2016 and 2017. But 

what is inequality, and what role does it play in inhibiting or encouraging growth, or in 

undermining democracy? Deaton (2017) 

 

Let’s start with the global story of poverty. It has declined around the world in recent decades, and 

should normally generate higher levels of life satisfaction, and perhaps acceptance of the 

prevailing political institutions, at least in countries where strong progress has been recorded. 

Globally, economic growth typically comes with lower absolute poverty rates (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3: Growth and Absolute Poverty 

 
Source: Ravallion (2016). Slope = -2.2 (s.e.= 0.27) 

 

The story of global inequality is different: it rose from 1820 to about 1990, driven mainly by 

divergent growth processes: with the Industrial Revolution, many of today’s rich world took off 

in the early 19th century (though there were some late starters). The pattern changed dramatically 

toward the end of the 20th century Ravallion (2019). High growth in Asia ignited a convergence 

process, which stimulated a decline in global relative inequality (measured using the ratios of 

incomes relative to overall mean) in the new Millennium (Figure 4) 
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Figure 4: Global Relative Inequality, 1990-2010 

 
Source: Bourguignon (2016) 

The decline in global inequality has meant that economic growth has had a larger impact on 

absolute poverty. But this in itself is not enough to prevent popular anger and political protests. 

People are concerned about both absolute inequality (the absolute differences or the gap between 

rich and poor), and about the extremes. To understand how this can happen, let’s consider 2 cities 

with only 3 inhabitants each, with the following wealth distribution: 

 

• City A: $3, $6, and $9 

• City B: $6, $12, and $18 

 

Most relative inequality measures (such as Gini index) would indicate that there is no difference 

between the two cities. Yet survey results of opinions about these two distributions would show 

that a large number of respondents consider City B to have higher inequality. That is the power of 

popular perceptions and collective beliefs, which can lead to sociopolitical tensions and even social 

conflicts. 

 

Looking closely at the story of changes in income distribution in the world over the two decades 

preceding the 2008 Great Recession, Lakner and Milanovic (2015) offer an “Elephant Chart” 

(Figure 5), which has often been used to explain the disappointment with democratic political 

systems and the rise of populist movements.14 Examining the income growth of each percentile of 

the global income distribution over two decades, the chart sheds light on which one has benefited 

the most from globalization (the world is viewed here as one country). It climbs sharply on the left 

to reflect how outcomes improved in the developing world from the fall of the Berlin Wall to the 

                                                           
14 The Washington Post journalist O’Brien commented that it is “the most important chart for understanding politics 

today” (2016). 
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Great Recession. However, it also shows that the world’s poorest—most of whom reside in 

Africa—are only slightly better off than in the past (the elephant’s slumped “tail”).  

 
Figure 5: Changes in Income Distribution in the World, 1988-2008 

 
The world’s middle class rose substantially and recorded gains, mainly because of the good 

catching-up performance of large emerging countries such as China—this is illustrated on the chart 

by the peak at the elephant’s “torso.” By contrast, the global upper middle class did rather poorly, 

with roughly zero growth in income over two decades—this is reflected by the depth of the trough 

at the bottom of the elephant’s “trunk.” The biggest winners are the top 1 percent, the elites among 

the world elites (mostly from industrialized countries), who have reaped massive income growth—

this is shown in the elephant’s upward “trunk.” In other words, the right side of the chart shows 

how incomes declined dramatically for the working and middle classes in the developed world, 

but soared for the planet’s wealthiest people.  

 

Some researchers chose to focus on the group in the middle of the “Elephant Chart” (a group 

assumed to represent mainly the low- and middle-classes of industrialized Western countries). The 

stagnant income at a time of increased global trade and investment was thought to be the main 

source of popular anger and rising identity politics in rich countries. Political conclusions were 

then drawn about the negative consequences of globalization (Krugman 2016). Yet, there is no 

evidence or claim in the Lakner-Milanovic empirical analysis that workers in rich countries lost 

ground because of globalization. In fact, the evidence suggests that most workers in industrialized 

countries in all percentiles actually did well over the period analyzed, and that several fundamental 

changes other than globalization were important factors in income growth over time.  

 

A subsequent study of the shape of the Elephant by Kharas and Seidel (2018) following the Lakner-

Milanovic approach but using a different methodology15 and extending the coverage with new data 

                                                           
15 The Kharas-Seidel (2018) method, called a quasi-non-anonymous growth incidence curve, holds the country 

composition of each global decile or vigintile constant across time, which sheds light on the gains or losses of specific 

economic classes in specific countries over time. This study is based on household survey data only, which is typically 

weak in coverage of the bottom and top of the distribution. 
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five years into the Post-Great Recession era yielded broadly similar results, with some important 

caveats: their version of the Elephant Chart depicts primarily a story of convergence, with poorer 

countries, and the lower income groups within those countries having grown most rapidly in the 

measured two decades. Their analysis does not support the conclusion that the poorest people are 

being left behind, nor that the rich are taking all the income gains… 

 

C. Inequality as Cholesterol: The Good and the Bad 

 

In fact, the original “Elephant Chart” does not show how a specific group of people in the 80th 

percentile from 1988 fared over time. Rather, it compares whoever is in the 80th percentile in 1988 

to whoever is in the 80th percentile in 2008, which may refer to completely different groups of 

populations (again, the chart takes the world as one country). To understand which groups are 

responsible for the shape in the chart, one must examine how the curve changes when holding 

populations constant and removing various countries.  

 

Corlet (2016) digs deeper in that direction, focusing specifically on the experience of low- and 

middle-income households in the industrialized world. His analysis shows the dangers of using a 

global, multi-decadal graph such as the “Elephant Chart” to draw conclusions about particular 

countries and particular groups within them. He finds that overall income growth is understated 

because of changing country selection (the globally poor in 1988 and those in 2008 are not 

necessarily the same groups of people, different countries are included in the datasets that underpin 

the chart over the two decades). For example, a percentile could include primarily Japanese 

households in 1988 and Russia in the next, because both countries recorded major changes in the 

composition of income distribution and population growth. Corlet also observes that population 

changes, rather than just income changes, have driven the income growth distribution in the 

“Elephant Chart”. Furthermore, the aggregate data hides big variations between advanced 

economies. In sum, “the zero growth doesn’t imply that the incomes of the 80th percentile did not 

grow. Rather it shows that the 80th percentile in 1988 has roughly the same income as the 80th 

percentile in 2008. But these two groups may be composed of different populations.” (Freund 

2016). 

 

Other factors may have determined changes in the income distribution curve. The fall of the Berlin 

Wall, followed by the fall of the Soviet Union, or the economic stagnation of Japan, caused mainly 

by its rapidly aging population, accounted for the stagnation or decline in income in those 

countries, irrespective of globalization. Policy shifts in some industrialized countries (especially 

on taxes) may also have played a role on the evolution of income for some social groups. It is 

therefore a leap of faith to use the Elephant Chart as evidence that globalization allowed poor 

countries to grow to the detriment of workers in rich countries, or to use it as a rigorous explanation 

for some of the unpredicted major political events the world has witnessed (Brexit, the Donald 

Trump election as U.S. President in 2016, etc.). 

 

This brings us back to the initial questions on the political significance of inequality, and its 

potential relationships with democratic systems and the distribution of power in social institutions. 

“Inequality is not so much a cause of economic, political, and social processes as a consequence, 

says Deaton. Some of these processes are good, some are bad, and some are very bad indeed. Only 

by sorting the good from the bad (and the very bad) can we understand inequality and what to do 
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about it. Moreover, inequality is not the same thing as unfairness; and, to my mind, it is the latter 

that has incited so much political turmoil in the rich world today. Some of the processes that 

generate inequality are widely seen as fair. But others are deeply and obviously unfair, and have 

become a legitimate source of anger and disaffection.” (Deaton 2017).  

 

In other words, inequality can be viewed like cholesterol: there is the good and the bad. People 

happily accept differentials in income or wealth which originate from perceived hard work, a 

brilliant innovation by an inventor, or from a great idea that makes one person or group richer than 

others. Examples of such generally accepted sources of inequality include the inventions that 

spurred the industrial and health revolutions in the 18th century, making families and a few 

countries in North-West Europe well-off, but eventually also improving the living conditions and 

health outcomes for billions of people around the world. As Deaton puts it, “it is hard to object to 

innovators getting rich by introducing products or services that benefit all mankind.” (2017).  

 

By contrast, Deaton argues, people object to inequalities which they attribute to unfairness. It is 

the case when the genesis of wealth is perceived to be from state capture or other unethical 

activities, or even from intergenerational inheritance which is perpetuated or amplified by tax 

systems and regulations. He also suggests that another reason for growing public discontent in the 

US in particular is that median real (inflation-adjusted) wages have stagnated over the past 50 

years (Guvenen et al. 2017), and people in the Western world object to government or university-

sponsored programs that seem to favor particular groups, such as minorities or immigrants. “This 

helps to explain why many white working-class Americans have turned against the Democratic 

Party, which they view as the party of minorities, immigrants, and educated elites.” 

 

The empirical evidence supporting such arguments is mixed, as best. To a certain extent, the 

divergence between median and top incomes in old democracies like the US could indeed be the 

result of impersonal processes such as globalization and technological innovation, which have 

devalued low-skill labor and favored the well-educated.  

 

Deaton is right in suggesting that inequality is not always unfair. However, his analysis leaves out 

the hysteresis effects of enrichment, and subjective ways in which political anger often expresses 

itself—including in old democracies. Only an extremely small number of today’s rich, educated 

elites were actually involved in any invention or innovation that improved life on earth. Even for 

the handful of families that may be associated with particular technological or scientific advances 

known to have created wealth, only an infinitesimal number can be personally viewed as benefiting 

from the fruits of their genius, talents, or luck. Then the question becomes whether 

intergenerational wealth and inequities should be widely accepted. For instance, Bill Gates or 

Steve Jobs have indeed found new ways of using computers and boosting productivity and human 

welfare. Should their accomplishments grant (almost) infinite intergenerational wealth to their 

descendants, even the laziest of their heirs? By such standards, anyone with Einstein’s lineage 

should be entitled to lifetime riches and the potential for disproportionate levels of political and 

social influence. 

 

In sum, Deaton’s elegant conceptual distinction between the understandable (good) inequality and 

the unfair (bad) type is difficult to operationalize. It is based on the assumption that sources and 

uses of wealth, and the perception of wealthy people by the majority of the population, remain 
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linear through time. It is rarely the case. Throughout human history, some deeply unethical 

practices have often yielded wealth which has also been converted into good use. Trying to 

entangle which types of enrichment may be ethical and fair from the ones seen as unfair is just not 

what angry protesters against injustice and the prevailing democratic systems do when they take 

the streets, or when they choose not to vote and therefore raise abstention to levels which may lead 

to the questioning of the legitimacy of certain elections. Empirical arguments and explanations 

linking political disaffection to inequality have some merit but they remain insufficient to explain 

the deep levels of disillusionment observed around the world. Something more fundamental is 

going on: the unraveling of democratic myths in an era of global economic challenges, and the 

recognition that the ideals of democracy rooted in the law carry some intrinsic contradictions. 

 

3. An Unsustainable Democratic Deficit 

 

There has always been broad intellectual consensus about the primacy of the law, especially in its 

role as a codifier and underwriter of democratic political systems. Even people who disagree over 

everything tend to agree on the necessity of the law, and the need to underpin it with some ethical 

foundations. This collective reverence for the law foes back at least to Plato’s last and longest 

chapter in Dialogues, which is about Laws. But why is it that the perceived virtues of the law do 

not translate into strong collective beliefs in “democratic” countries where laws supposedly 

organize public life and few doubt the wisdom of a well-informed citizenry freely picking and 

choosing their systems of government and their leaders? Why is there so much disappointment 

and anger with democratic outcomes in “democratic” countries? 
 

Recent political history in the Western world is particularly fascinating: in 2016, the great and 

well-educated people of the United Kingdom voted in a referendum to withdraw their country from 

the European Union. The minority who did not like the results still managed to slow down the 

implementation of the popular will and reopen the debate with the clear goal of reversing the 

outcome of a “democratic” exercise. The same deep feeling of dissatisfaction was true after 

elections considered “free and fair” by the losing candidates led to power Presidents Donald Trump 

in the United States and Emmanuel Macron in France, or Prime Minister Victor Orban in Hungary: 

in all these countries, angry groups of citizens took to the streets to demonstrate their refusal to 

recognize these elected leaders whom they viewed as illegitimate when they started implementing 

the political programs on which they had campaigned and won. In the United States, s number of 

important political leaders called for the impeachment of President Trump right after he took 

office, while the so-called Yellow Vest movement took spread across France to call for the 

resignation of President Macron… 

 

Yet, the problem, if any, may not be with any one of these elected leaders, but with the electoral 

system (Maskin and Sen 2017a and 2017b), with the rules of the game, or even with the 

Constitutions, which have been in force for decades and centuries and are generally considered as 

settled framework not to be amended, except in exceptional circumstances.16 While the rationale 

for restraining the propensity to change Constitutions and laws is understandable as societies set 

rules to build enduring institutions, it also highlights one of the intrinsic contradictions of 

                                                           
16The fact that a widely-accepted founding rule of democracy is to refrain from changing the fundamental law 

governing it (even if it is several centuries old like the US Constitution), prevents or considerably limits the opportunity 

for experimentalism (Unger 2018). 
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democratic consolidation: why should people be bound by political principles and even institutions 

designed centuries earlier, in a world in constant change? Emil Cioran once said that “traditions 

are giving the right to vote to the dead people.” A modern-day autocrat would probably welcome 

the opportunity to change the Constitution and the rules of the political game anytime, as often as 

necessary, to accommodate the political majority of the day, under the justification that such a 

system would ensure that the political architecture reflects will of the people, at any given moment. 

The ensuing political instability may just be the tradeoff and the cost to bear to ensure that the 

citizens always have their say in how to constantly improve a democratic system. 

 

Intriguing questions on the relationship between democratic systems and economic governance 

also arise when mainstream political leaders in “matured” democracies publicly state their strong 

belief that their country has turned into authoritarianism. Less than two years after leaving office, 

former French President Nicolas Sarkozy publicly accused his successor François Hollande of 

using the judiciary to pursue a personal vendetta against him. He criticized the government and 

compared his country’s judiciary to East German Stasi. Judges had ordered Sarkozy’s telephones 

tapped in the context of an investigation into his campaign finances.  

 

In an open letter titled “What I want to say to the French,” Sarkozy wrote: “It is my duty today to 

break this silence. If I do so, it is because the sacred principles of our republic are trampled 

underfoot with unprecedented violence and absence of scruples… Who could have imagined that, 

in 2014 in France, the right to privacy would be violated by telephone taps? The right to secret 

conversations between a lawyer and his client willfully ignored? . . . The right to presumption of 

innocence desecrated? Calumny established as a government method? The justice of the republic 

manipulated through calculated leaks?... Even today, anyone who calls me knows they will be 

listened to. You’re reading correctly. This is not an excerpt from the wonderful film Other 

People’s Lives about East Germany and the activities of the Stasi. It’s not about the abuses of some 

dictator . . . It’s about France… It would be laughable if it weren’t a question of fundamental 

republican principles. The France of human rights has clearly changed.” (2014) 

 

Similar public statements of disbelief vis-à-vis the validity of democracy with independent 

judiciaries were also made recently by former Presidents of Brazil (Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva and 

Dilma Rousseff) and South Korea (Park Geun-hye and Lee Myung-bak) when they were removed 

from office or sentenced to jail. The fact that they presided over very successful tenures at the helm 

of their nations did not protect them from what they considered “politically motivated charges by 

perverted political and judiciary institutions. How could such strong, contradictory statements by 

credible political leaders who held the highest office in democratic countries be understood? 

 

A. The Original Political Sin 

 

Researchers around the world have struggled to make sense of the troubling recent political 

developments, their meaning and their significance. A very large body of literature has erupted not 

just in the social sciences and the humanities but also in the “hard” sciences, with a wide range of 

commentaries and explanations of the reasons behind the so-called “crisis of democracy.” Some 

have gone back to the appropriate scope of democracy and democratic systems, reopening the old 

debate on whether they should be limited to the design and implementation of institutions and rules 

for political governance and freedom, or whether they should also cover issues of social and 
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economic equity to foster the development of inclusive societies (Held 1987). Others have 

attributed recent turmoil to the exponential development of technology in the age of enhanced 

globalization, with the infinite new ways of using new digital tools and platforms and even 

artificial intelligence to heavily influence and manipulate political actors and determine political 

outcomes.  

 

Few researchers have questioned the continued validity and relevance of the very abstract notion 

of democracy in a world where all its theoretical foundations and assumptions and its practical 

prerequisites (clearly defined citizenship acting freely on the basis on accurate information, well-

functioning and neutral judiciary and administrative technostructure, etc.) are clearly unstable and 

often unreliable. Without a reexamination of the preconditions and requirements for democracy to 

mean more than a nice ethical horizon, analyses of the current “crisis” mainly reveal a broad 

intellectual malaise. 

 

In their puzzled assessment of the state of democracy in the world, Pinker and Muggah (2018) 

observe that it has spread from one country to more than 100 countries in the space of two centuries 

but has also suffered setbacks along the way, and continues to face resistance to this day. They 

conclude with the Churchillian statement that “democracy, after all, is not inevitable, and yet it 

remains the best system of governance compared to the known alternatives.” It’s a valiant and 

elegant attempt to rescue what is clearly one of the boldest human ideas. But it is also a naïve 

statement: the disappointments with the idea of democracy have been around since its inception. 

 

In his exploration of effective and ethical forms of government, Plato noted in The Republic that 

democracies emerge as a result of discontent with oligarchy. But he quickly warned that 

democracies are susceptible to “tyranny of the majority” and rule by demagoguery for those who 

can subvert and use the institutions to their advantage (Sterling and Scott 1985). Plato even saw 

democracy as potentially more dangerous than oligarchy, as it motivates the anger of the poor (the 

largest social group) against the wealthy rulers, which eventually leads to anarchy and chaos. In 

fact, he pessimistically predicted modern day populism and its poisonous effects on “democratic” 

systems. While the descent into tyranny has not occurred in countries that have credibly labelled 

themselves as democratic and have been largely viewed as such, the various degrees of popular 

discontent after democratic consultations in places such as the United States, the United Kingdom, 

or even the Philippines and Venezuela, point to the deep dissatisfaction with political systems seen 

on paper as ideal. 

 

There have always been mixed feelings about democracy, including from its strongest proponents. 

On the one hand, its ideals are compelling and generally viewed as highly ethical, regardless of 

place and time. On the other hand, its implementation manual has often led to disagreements and 

impasses. Centuries ago, with doubts about the optimality of universal suffrage, and the 

recognition that not all citizens could ever have the same levels of understanding of critical issues 

(and the Bell curve distribution in all countries on educational levels), some societies came up with 

various strategies and mechanisms for making their representative democracies less vulnerable to 

and less dependent on the views of uneducated citizens. 

 

One of the intrinsic contradictions of the democratic utopia is the basic fact that all voices are 

supposed to be given the same political weight, as all voters are considered equal, regardless of 
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their backgrounds, understanding of the issues on the ballot, despite the fact that they hold different 

or even opposite beliefs and degrees of commitment to the ethics of democracy. With this 

postulate, the result of a democratic election is by definition the mere summation of opinions 

expressed in votes cast by people who may disagree even on the need for a democratic system, 

and certainly on the meanings and ideals of what it should be. The rather primitive accounting 

exercise of amalgamating random thoughts and preferences often poorly developed by voters with 

a wide range of views on what citizenship is or should be, is the original sin of democracy. 

 

Throughout human history, taxation has been used not only as a means to fund the state but also 

as a criterion for legitimating citizenship.17 Political philosophers and theorists who were 

struggling with the challenge of operationalizing the ideal of democracy (power to every citizen) 

in a way that does not give the same weight to the votes of citizens of different levels of 

understanding of the issues of the polity, thought they could use the capacity to pay taxes as a 

justifiable and morally acceptable discriminant : by setting a certain level of tax contribution as 

threshold of eligibility to be a voter, they could differentiate between citizens, and ensure that only 

those able to pay would be voters. People in this category (mainly landowners, aristocrats, 

businessmen, and nobility) were assumed to be informed and educated enough to grasp and make 

good choices in the issues in play during elections.  

 

To ensure high-quality debates without excessive conflicts among policymakers, Locke 

recommended in the late 17th century that a smaller and more homogenous section of the people 

be allowed to participate in legislation “in proportion to the assistance which it affords to the 

public.” (Sigmund 2005, p. 79). A by-product of this decision was often the logically limited 

amount of tax revenue available for redistribution, and the relatively small size of the public sector. 

 

At the 1787 Philadelphia Constitutional Convention, the same approach was considered, with 

several delegates suggesting the adoption of multiple voting rights depending on wealth. It took 

Madison’s persuasive skills to convince the framers of the United States Constitution that the 

creation of the Senate with equal powers was a better mitigating tool for the propensity to tax by 

the House of Representatives (Schön 2018).  

 

Systems of suffrage based on a tax threshold (suffrage censitaire) were also adopted during the 

French Restoration period, and praised as a balanced approach to liberal democracy by many 

influential thinkers. Even great minds such as De Tocqueville (1835, chapter V) and Stuart Mill 

(1861, chapters 8 and 15) advocated such a discriminatory electoral system, not realizing that the 

very idea of making voting rights contingent upon a particular level of wealth was a violation of 

the basic principle of demos-kratos: excluding some people from full citizenship because they 

cannot afford to pay a tax is an undesirable way of giving them voice and achieving democracy.  

 

These conceptual challenges have not yet been addressed satisfactorily—not even in the most 

advanced “democracies.” In some “mature democracies,” the proper criteria for assessing the 

                                                           
17 This idea of taxes reflecting the consent of the governed already appeared in the 1215 Magna Carta and in the 1689 

Bill of Rights. It culminated with the popular slogan “no taxation without representation,” heard during the American 

War of Independence against Britain. Same for the French 1793 Declaration of Human and Civil Rights, Art. 14. The 

flip side of the same argument could be viewed in France’s 2018-19 Yellow Vest, the Tea Party movements in the US 

in the years 2000s, etc. 
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degree of fairness of the voting process itself is still marred with controversies. In the US, each 

major election is still tainted with charges of voter suppression.18 In Europe, the politics of taxation 

and citizenship is still generating heated debates and anger, especially in an era where the 

globalization of the world economy and the complexification of rules allow some of the largest 

international corporations to “optimize” their accounting strategies and minimize their 

contribution to public finances. 

 

In sum, several centuries after the Enlightenment and despite near universal consensus on the ideal 

of democracy, the world is still nowhere near a basic common understanding of how it should be 

defined, implemented, and customized to country circumstances to reflect changing voter 

preferences. As noted by Engerman and Sokoloff (2005), extreme variation in the extent of 

political inequality among citizens within the same countries emerged early across the New World 

colonies established by the Europeans around the world. These contrasts have persisted over time 

through systematic differences in the ability and inclination of elites to shape legal frameworks to 

advantage themselves. 

 

B. A Democratic Trilemma 

 

It is tempting to consider the observed lapses in “democratic” countries as resulting only from 

poorly-designed social and political institutions, or as being the consequences of capitalism and 

globalization gone wild, or as reflecting the behavior of cynical political entrepreneurs who can 

cleverly engineer ways of riding popular anger and discontent about inequality or “threatening” 

illegal migrants. Such analyses assume that democracy is a reasonably well-understood ideal, and 

that several centuries of intellectual debates and experiments (mostly in advanced industrialized 

economies) have led to a widely-shared agreement on how to implement it successfully (a set of 

concepts, institutions, rules and regulations, policies and practices). Nothing could be further from 

the truth. Despite numerous “foundational” documents, international covenants and treaties, a 

general agreement on a few basic, first-order principles, there is still no framework for credibly 

assessing democratic progress and consolidation in a comparable way (Monga 2015).  

 

All popular indices measuring democratization in the world (Polity IV, Freedom House Index, 

etc.) are based on subjective and often random assessments of what a mainly Western concept of 

democracy is supposed to mean across time and space. As a result, some version of the Habeas 

Corpus (which has evolved considerably even in the UK since 1215), is subjectively evaluated by 

outside observers in 21st century Alaska, Angola, or Afghanistan. Not surprisingly, strong 

authoritarian leaders in Bolivia, Burundi, or Bhutan, who reject universalism and base their own 

judgment on relativism, oppose both the vague (Western) definition of democracy, and the false 

“conventional wisdom” on the how it should be implemented and monitored. Many political 

leaders in Asia also disregard Western approaches to democracy and articulate their own 

approaches to it, often focusing on meritocracy.19 

                                                           
18 Many countries around the world allow citizens living abroad to vote without being subject to tax back home while 

resident aliens are subject to tax without the right to vote (Schön 2018).  
19 Chinese political leaders have publicly expressed doubts about Western democracy. In 2017, China’s Communist 

Party (CPC) issued a blueprint and guide to explain how their “meritocratic political system” mitigates the randomness 

effects of the type of democratic populism observed in the Western world. 

http://www.idcpc.org.cn/english/picgroup/201605/t20160503_82487.html 

 

http://www.idcpc.org.cn/english/picgroup/201605/t20160503_82487.html
http://www.idcpc.org.cn/english/picgroup/201605/t20160503_82487.html
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Even within the Western world where one would expect strong, stable consensus on democracy, 

its scope, modus operandi, and criteria for validation, disagreements among the players in the 

polity is regularly so deep that political arguments are still often settled through the 

instrumentalization of the courts or through violent protests. That is why a French President elected 

on a clear platform of reform can be forced by a minority of violent protesters to major policy 

reversals. It is also why a former French President can publicly accuse the government of his 

country of Stasi-like methods of government. That is why a majority of the people of the United 

Kingdom can vote in a referendum to leave the European Union (Brexit) and yet have their 

democratically-expressed request overruled by a political class not eager to act upon it. 

 

The main reason for the disappointments and constant uneasiness about the democratic ideal is the 

trilemma preventing it. It is indeed impossible for any society to achieve ethical democracy as 

stated for centuries by political philosophers and theorists and codified in a set of general principles 

by the international community since the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, while also 

having efficient political institutions and giving full voice to all the people’s choices (through 

universal suffrage). These three objectives are impossible to achieve simultaneously: first, ethical 

democracy as stated in most Constitutions around the world would require a well-informed 

citizenry committed if not to high morals at least to the highest standards in their quest of truth. 

This in itself is hard enough to achieve, given the challenges of defining what the truth is, or getting 

accurate information that all citizens can process independently in the era of “fake news”.  

 

Second, the goal of efficient political institutions—defined as delivering in a timely and cost-

effective manner a set of widely-accepted laws, rules and regulations, ensuring that they are 

actually implemented and effectively monitored—would entail more than the traditional forms of 

representative or participative democracy currently in existence. In principle, representative 

democracy provides a second layer of protection and safety mechanisms to ensure that not all 

wishes of the people are taken at face value, and that the political system is stable. Yet in both 

“democratic” and “undemocratic” countries, voters and citizens are often deeply disappointed with 

the quality of their political representatives, as evidenced with the often very low approval ratings 

of the Parliamentarians. Participative democracy allows citizens to get more directly and more 

often involved in the setting national priorities, the selection of key policies, and decisions on how 

to implement or stop them. However, it can slow down the functioning of the political system or 

create an atmosphere of constant uncertainty and fears of policy reversals reflecting the shifting 

public mood. 

 

Third, reliance on universal suffrage to give voice to every citizen and the broadest legitimacy to 

the strategic choices and policies made within the polity entails granting every voter the absolute 

same level of trust in their “good” judgment. It also assumes that well-informed (and hopefully 

well-educated) voters will wisely and honestly make “good” decisions—whether for themselves 

or for society as a whole, without giving in to popular fantasies. Yet this objective is unrealistic, 

at least beyond a population of a certain size. Even within the well-educated social groups, exit 

polls after elections always show a very wide range of preferences and determinants to their 

political choices. Following Rodrik (2011), it can be said that there is a democratic trilemma which 

makes it impossible to achieve three of the major goals that constitute democratic ideals (Figure 

6). They are mutually incompatible: one can combine any two of the three, but never have all three 
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simultaneously and in full. This is a major reason for the global disenchantment with politics, the 

law, and globalization. 

 
Figure 6: A Democratic Trilemma 

 

 
 

 

C. Democracy Market Failures 

 

In the memorable opening sequence of the movie Spectre, James Bond is chasing a hitman trying 

to bomb a major parade in Mexico during the “Day of the Dead.” In a rational quest for survival, 

they exchange fire as they try to kill each other, but only end up demolishing buildings, which fall 

upon them. After miraculously escaping from the ruins, they keep fighting in a flying helicopter 

which dangles and dazzles in the air, again making rational individual decisions that can only lead 

to bad outcomes for both of them… 

 

Citizens and voters act in the same way. That is why political markets are messy everywhere—

including in the so-called “advanced democracies.” Both on the supply and demand sides, actors 

are often selfish and unstable in their preferences, and the rules (written and unwritten) are 

therefore unpredictably unreliable. Social norms, group beliefs and irrational fears play out in 

unexpected ways, and are often compounded by external interferences (from powerful 

international financial institutions imposing painful economic policies or influential countries 

seeking to choose their preferred winner or malevolent stakeholders and malicious hackers 

manipulating voters through fake news). Yet, theories of democracy generally assume the 

existence of well-functioning institutions and systems through which the supply of political ideas 

by rational political entrepreneurs (or other actors) and demand for such goods and services from 

citizens are mediated in political markets through accurate and enough good information, and the 

refereeing of free media and other honest if not “neutral” brokers. It is surprising that several 

centuries of political thought have relied on such an improbable set of assumptions. 

 

Democracy market failures occur everywhere and can be defined as inefficient production and 

distribution of political goods and services in supposedly free countries, resulting in net political 

and social welfare loss. Political markets exhibit externalities problems, even when they are 

Ethical Democracy

Efficient Institutions Universal Suffrage
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deemed free (and therefore subject to the equalizing laws of supply and demand). These 

externalities make the quest for democracy and the process of democratic consolidation always 

chaotic or random. The individual incentives for “rational” behavior do not lead to “rational” 

outcomes by various groups or for the society. In other words, even when each citizen or voter 

makes what he/she perceives subjectively as the “appropriate” decision for him/herself, those often 

prove to be suboptimal or even wrong and disruptive, in a steady state disequilibrium. A good 

indication of this is the trivial fact that few candidates would be elected to high office in any 

advanced democracy by campaigning on a fully truthful platform about the policies they actually 

intend to implement if elected.20 

 

The emergence, spread/dissemination, legitimation, and consolidation of democracy can be 

fostered or impeded by positive and negative externalities. In all political markets—whether they 

are classified as democratic or not—positive political externalities arise when some citizens benefit 

from the actions taken by the few who are willing to take risks and even pay a high price to 

successfully advance the agenda of freedom. Of course, the risk-taker citizens cannot charge others 

for these benefits, and might therefore not go as far as they would like. The quest for democracy 

should therefore account for the free-rider problem. Negative externalities also occur when one 

person’s actions harm another. When polluting, factory owners may not consider the costs that 

pollution imposes on others…. 

 

More often than not, externalities undermine the political and social benefits of individual 

selfishness in the quest for democracy. If selfish citizens do not have to pay any price to enjoy 

benefits of freedom and democracy, they will not pay; and if selfish political leaders do not believe 

that they will be rewarded for political works and risks, they will not devote their time, energy, 

and resources to the fight for democracy and freedom. An invaluable individual good such as 

democracy or freedom would then not materialize. The externality problem, as Friedman states it, 

“is not that one person pays for what someone else gets but that nobody pays and nobody gets, 

even though the good is worth more than it would cost to produce.” (Friedman 1996, p. 278). 

 

“Democracy is for the Gods,” Bradatan (2019) asserts. “Just scratch the surface of the human 

community and soon you will find the horde.” He adds: “Fundamentally, humans are not 

predisposed to living democratically. One can even make the point that democracy is ‘unnatural’ 

because it goes against our vital instincts and impulses. What’s most natural to us, just as to any 

living creature, is to seek to survive and reproduce. And for that purpose, we assert ourselves—

relentlessly, unwittingly, savagely—against others. We push them aside, overstep them, overthrow 

them, even crush them if necessary. Behind the smiling façade of human civilization, there is the 

same blind drive towards self-assertion that we find in the animal realm.” 

 

Such a somber prognostic echoes the analysis of zoologist Lorenz (1974 [1963]) who studied the 

aggressive behavior of animals and related his findings to the complicated nature of man and 

modern society. It is the “unreasoning and unreasonable human nature” which leads “two political 

parties or religions with amazingly similar programs of salvation to fight each other bitterly.” It is 

also that same animal, bestial, self-destructive drive, which explains why an estimated 480,000-

507,000 people have been killed in the post-9/11 wars in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Pakistan 

                                                           
20 French newsmagazine Le Point (November 17, 2016) had as its headline : “Peut-on être élu sans raconter n’importe 
quoi ?” [Can one be elected into office without promising nonsense?” 
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(Crawford 2018).21 This tally of the counts and estimates of direct deaths caused by war violence 

does not include the more than 500,000 deaths from the war in Syria, raging since 2011. This tally 

is an incomplete estimate of the human toll of killing in these wars. As Crawford also notes, this 

tally does not include “indirect deaths.” Indirect harm occurs when wars’ destruction leads to long 

term, “indirect,” consequences for people’s health in war zones, for example because of loss of 

access to food, water, health facilities, electricity or other infrastructure. 

 

Democracy is not a bad idea or an unworthy ideal. On the contrary. The point here is that it may 

just be too noble a horizon for humans to achieve it given their consubstantial taste for violent 

conflicts and oppressive manners, the genetic incompetence to address their own shortcomings, 

and their innate ability to credibly cast themselves as ethical creatures. Human societies have tried 

to mitigate the risks from their basic instincts, and mediate the disorderly political processes of 

conflicting claims from individuals and social groups by setting up various democratic institutions, 

and adopting written and unwritten rules and other social norms.  

 

In any political system, policies reflect the institutions and rules that determine resource allocation. 

Political actors choose to support, resist or distort particular institutions or policies depending on 

their interests and capabilities. As noted by Khan (2018), “the distribution of organizational power 

can therefore determine the institutions and policies that are likely to persist as well as the ones 

most likely to be developmental in that context. This directs our attention to the importance of 

accurately identifying the relative power and capabilities of relevant organizations that describe a 

particular political settlement and how these may be changing over time.”  

 

The starting point of the reasoning here is that institutions function very differently across 

countries because their political contexts are different. This has important implications for the 

design of governance priorities in different countries. The critical “democratic” questions then 

become the identification of the powerful and influential social groups, the criteria for the 

distribution of power among them, and how both the groups and the rules must change and evolve 

over time—hopefully as the economy grows and there are more income and rents to be shared. 

Holding power is partly based on income and wealth but also on historically rooted capacities of 

different groups to organize. “A political settlement emerges when the distribution of benefits 

supported by its institutions is consistent with the distribution of power in society, and the 

economic and political outcomes of these institutions are sustainable over time.” (Khan 2010).  

 

In advanced countries, the distribution of power largely reflects the distribution of incomes 

generated by formal institutions and rights. In contrast, the distribution of power in developing 

countries is essentially a competition among informal sociopolitical institutions. Thus, the 

justification for a political settlements framework, which acknowledges that the distribution of 

organizational power is important for understanding the economic and political effects of 

institutions and policies (Khan 2018). 

 

Self-proclaimed advanced democracies typically address these problems in two ways: first, by 

setting rules for lobbying, defined as “the process of political influence by corporations and other 

                                                           
21The war in Afghanistan for instance has gone on for four decades, and has been at a stalemate for a number of years. 

In 2018, the Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project (ACLED) pronounced Afghanistan the most lethal conflict 

in the world for battle-related deaths. 
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business interests on elected officials or appointed bureaucrats through means of information or 

other resources—e.g. campaign contributions or employment opportunities—in the adoption, 

retention, or amendment of public policy” (Bombardini and Trebbi 2019); second, by trusting that 

their independent judiciary serves as referee of last resort to rule on political fights and 

disagreements. 

 

While these solutions seem ethical and elegant, they fall short of addressing the core problem of 

fairness and equality among all citizens, which is the cornerstone of democracy. The main question 

about lobbying is whether it is a legitimate and valid political mechanism “to petition the 

government for a redress of grievances”, as the US National Institute for Lobbying and Ethics (a 

trade association representing American lobbyists) famously asserted, borrowing from the First 

Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. Or is it a mechanism allowing powerful business people to 

legally distort public policy from the social optimum, to subvert democracy, and create 

opportunities for state capture and corruption? 

 

Regardless of how transparent and stringent the rules on lobbying are, empirical studies show that 

they almost always lead to suboptimal and often unethical outcomes.22 As for the independence of 

the judiciary, it has been challenged regularly in all so-called advanced democracies, often by the 

very people at the highest levels in government whose primary responsibility is to monitor the rule 

of law: world leaders such as US President Donald Trump, French President Nicolas Sarkozy, or 

Brazil Presidents Dilma Roussef, Lula Da Silva, among others, have publicly expressed strong 

opinions about the politization (“weaponization”) of the judiciary in their own countries, by their 

opponents. Whether their claims were factually accurate matters little: if the first magistrate of an 

“advanced democracy” is of the view that the country’s democratic system is not functioning well 

or has been hijacked by his/her political opponents, the end-result will be disappointing: large 

fractions of voters and citizens in the United States, in France, or in Brazil, feel the same about 

their political systems as do many people in Venezuela, Burundi, or Myanmar. 

 

Democratic market failures are also obvious in the structural problems exhibited by judicial 

systems everywhere. Some “advanced democracies” claim color-blindness but enact policies that 

scapegoat marginalized social groups. In the US for instance, an increasingly high number of 

citizens lose their voting rights and are disenfranchised by the inimical legal system which is 

supposed to protect them from political abuse. Since the 1980s, the prison population has risen 

from around 300,000 to more than 2 million. This trend has been fueled by drug convictions, with 

a disproportionate number of new felons being African Americans.  

 

Legal scholars have showed that this is not coincidental: because first-time drug offenders can face 

10 years imprisonment in many states, thousands of African Americans fearing these mandatory 

sentences enter plea-bargaining, and find themselves in jail for crimes they did not commit 

(Alexander 2010). On release, they are pushed into a shadow society, where employment 

opportunities are nonexistent, and trapped in “a closed circuit of marginality”. Evidence of 

discrimination by the judicial system is provided in the following facts: In 2000, the National 

Institute on Drug Abuse reported that white students used crack cocaine at eight times the rate of 

black students; and while cocaine is indeed a scourge in US society, drunk driving (by white men 

                                                           
22 On empirical analyses of the welfare consequences of lobbying and special interests, see Blanes et al. (2012); 

Bertrand et al. (2014); De Figueiredo and Richter (2014); and Stratmann (2005, 2002). 
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70% of the time) results in far more violent deaths, yet drunk drivers are often charged only with 

misdemeanors. Such structural problems in the judicial system—which is the main monitoring and 

regulatory institution in all political markets—make the quest for sustainability and validity of 

democracy everywhere almost a matter of subjective appreciation. 

 

D. Myths of the Representative Citizen and Omniscient Political Agents 

 

The scene, broadcast live on television worldwide in November 2011, shocked the world. Standing 

on the podium among eight fellow Republican presidential candidates at Oakland University, 

Texas Governor Rick Perry sought to prove he had the best ideas, know-how and leadership skills 

to pull the United States out of its worst period of economic stagnation since the Great Depression. 

He turned towards his toughest opponent, fellow Texan Senator Ron Paul, looked him in the eyes, 

extended his left arm in a very compelling manner and gestured to highlight his argument:  

 

“I will tell you: it’s three agencies of government when I get there that are gone,” he stated 

forcefully. Counting with his fingers: “Commerce [raising his thumb], Education, [raising his 

index finger], and the… [raising his middle finger] what’s the third one there?... Let’s see… 

[touching his forehead in embarrassment]. 

 

The crowd erupted in laughter and disbelief. It was terrible optics for the Governor of one of the 

largest states in the US running for President and not being able to remember the three departments 

of government that he had identified to shut down if elected. In his stump speech on the campaign 

trail in the previous weeks, he had mentioned the Energy department as the third one to be 

abolished. 

 

That evening, on live television, Governor Perry was pushed by the moderator of the debate to 

finish his thought:  

 

“- But you can’t name the third one? 

“- The third agency of government… I would do away with Education, the… Commerce 

[after one of his opponents came to his rescue and reminded him], and… let’s see… 

[looking at his note while grimacing] I can’t… the third one… Sorry. I can’t… Oops!” 

 

It was also a painful episode to watch, regardless of how one felt about Governor Rick Perry. The 

video clip of the sequence went viral. The following days, the headlines were about “the worst 

stumble of the presidential campaign.” Governor Rick Perry quickly dropped out of the race. 

 

Fast forward, five years later. President Donald Trump, newly elected, picked the former Texas 

Governor as Energy secretary, the very department whose name he famously forgot in the 

television debate. During his tenure as governor, Rick Perry called for lighter regulation of the oil 

industry, and referred to the science around climate change as "unsettled". He was picked to 

oversee the development, stewardship and regulation of S energy resources, safeguard the nuclear 

arsenal, and promote America’s energy policy. Environmental groups reacted angrily to his 

nomination and confirmation by the US Senate, calling his selection "an insult to our functioning 

democracy". 
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Fast forward, two more years. US Secretary of Energy, Rick Perry talked for 22 minutes on the 

phone with a man he thought was the prime minister of Ukraine. In fact, he was actually speaking 

to a Russian prankster known for targeting high-profile politicians and celebrities. During the call, 

the man in charge of the world’s biggest stockpile of nuclear warheads was misled to discuss with 

hackers US coal exports to Ukraine, a proposed energy pipeline across the Baltic Sea, and a (fake) 

new source of fuel derived from manure and homemade alcohol… (Wootson Jr. 2017).Such level 

of vulnerability for a country whose democratic institutions are supposed to be the strongest and 

functioning for centuries is surprising. Again, one must remember that this was not happening in 

Azerbaijan, Bolivia, or South Sudan, but in the United States of America, the country whose 

defense budget is the highest in the world. 

 

Perhaps no one should have been surprised about how all this unfolded in one of the world’s oldest 

democracies. First, the fact that Governor Rick Perry struggled to recall the name of one of the 

three government agencies he vowed to cut if elected president should not have been disqualifying: 

his disastrous brain freeze on live television in 2011 simply showed that he was only human, 

despite being a major political figure. After the debate, Perry’s campaign advisers had sought to 

contain the damage by describing the stumble as “a human moment” and “authentic.” They could 

have just explained that Rick Perry was an ordinary human being. 

 

Likewise, the outrage at his intellectual meltdown under pressure in front of a global television 

audience mainly reflected the unrealistic expectation of constant brilliance and infallibility, which 

viewers, voters, and citizens have vis-à-vis political figures. Democracy is supposed to function 

well with good and ethical leaders who have emerged from a competitive process mediated by 

legitimate institutions and social norms. Yet, political markets are structurally dysfunctional 

everywhere in the world because they involve fallible and often unreasonable actors, both on the 

demand and the supply sides, and there are no neutral “regulatory” authorities to ensure predictable 

outcomes of the interactions. In economics, the price mechanism and the often clearly identifiable 

interests of the various agents can help predict the outcomes with a high degree of accuracy. That 

is rarely the case in politics where the heterogeneity of agents is acute, and their stated individual 

goals and preferences and more unstable (Monga 2017). 

 

The rational choice models used by political scientists and democracy theorists to study political 

markets often assume the existence of a mythical representative citizen (or political leader or 

voter). All such rational citizens are supposed to behave and act in such a manner that their 

cumulative actions might as well be the actions of one agent maximizing his/her expected political 

utility function. Researchers construct representative agents in order to deal with the complicated 

issue of aggregation (the summing up of individuals' behavior to derive the behavior of a political 

market or an economy). The biggest assumptions underlying such a reasoning is that political 

markets are complete (in the economic sense, that is, they offer at least as many assets with linearly 

independent payoffs as there are states). Theories of democracy also assume that political markets 

are competitive and that citizens and voters have homogeneous beliefs and time-additive, state-

independent utility functions that are strictly concave, increasing, and differentiable. This is 

obviously not the case, not even in “advanced democracies.” 

 

Modeling the behavior of one person given some preferences and constraints is a rather 

straightforward exercise. Modeling the behavior of a group of people, or an entire economy, is a 
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more challenging and less elegant task. Still, it is an unrealistic assumption to consider that the 

choices of all the diverse voters, citizens, and political leaders in the polity—even in one small 

village—can be viewed as the choices of one "representative" standard utility maximizing 

individual whose choices coincide with the aggregate choices of the heterogeneous individuals. 

 

Real life political stories of the Rick Perry type also show why democracy theories based on the 

reduction of the behavior of heterogeneous agents (politicians and citizens) to a single, stylized 

version of what it should be, may be analytically convenient but are utterly unrealistic and lead to 

misleading conclusions—even if all these agents are utility maximizers. Such models are 

particularly ill-suited to studying politics, which often involves coordination failures. 

Unfortunately, the more promising analytical approaches, which focus on heterogeneity of agents 

and interaction between individuals, are still rarely used in the study of politics and democracy 

(Maliar 1999; Kirman 1992). Rick Perry was a “representative” political agent only in the sense 

that all his competitors supplying political goods and services could have exhibited the same flaws 

that he displayed on television. He was not a stylized, imaginary, well-informed and infallible 

utility maximizer in the supposedly free market of politics. 

 

There is wide consensus among political theorists that an educated, well-informed, and well-

meaning citizenry aware of and concerned with individual (personal) and collective (social) 

interests is indispensable for democratic consolidation. Yet, there is little empirical evidence to 

support that proposition. Nations with the largest share of highly educated citizens do not 

necessarily fare well on measures of democratization—regardless of the validity of these 

indicators. Countries such as the US or the UK exhibit the highest mean years of schooling in the 

world (13.4 and 12.9 in 2017, respectively).23 Yet their electorate is prone to abrupt shifts in mood 

due to the sirens of populism for instance, and their supposedly educated voters and citizens appear 

as vulnerable to fake news and political manipulations as those living in countries with low levels 

of mean years of schooling such as Afghanistan (3.8) or Burkina Faso (1.5). The embarrassing 

question then becomes whether even highly educated citizens can be trusted to make “good” and 

“free” judgment in their important civic duties, and make their legitimate democratic systems 

function properly. 

 

The weak correlation between schooling and democratic ethics is even more apparent when one 

looks at India, the most populous and therefore “largest democracy in the world.” One can only be 

puzzled by the deep sociopolitical trends observed there in recent decades. Despite failing to 

deliver on his 2014 campaign promises to bring stronger economic growth to India and rid the 

country of corruption and dynastic politics, Prime Minister Narendra Modi was reelected in 2019 

with an even greater mandate. During his first term, his government had to weather the fallout 

from a disastrous demonetization scheme. Ethnic violence also increased significantly—fueled 

with the rise of Hindu nationalism (Hindutwa). As perplexed political experts searched for 

explanations, Sharma (2019) commented: “We do not live in Modi’s India. We live in Indians’ 

India, and the reason so many Indians adore Modi is because he represents their preferred 

conception of the Indian nation. No other explanation for [his] results is as compelling.”   

 

Modi’s reelection against the backdrop of lower-than-anticipated economic performance and 

heightened political violence can also be analyzed as evidence of the breakdown of the unethical 

                                                           
23 Source: Human Development Index Statistical Appendix 2018, New York, UNDP. 
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political equilibrium, which has been part of Indian politics for decades: on one side, there are 

some extreme proponents of Hindu nationalism who have been trying to create a dominant Hindu 

identity; on the other side, there are caste-based parties or region-based parties opposed to the 

emergence of Hindu majoritarianism. Modi’s success reflects the prominence of the former 

group—and his ability “to mobilize a fairly wide cross-section of Indians across different castes 

into a larger Hindu narrative.” (Pratap Bahnu Mehta, quoted in Chotiner 2019). 

 

It is perplexing that these two forces—neither of which would be described as truly embodying 

the democratic ideals and values as articulated for instance by Sen (1999)—helped keep India’s 

political system stable only by neutralizing each other. It is even more bewildering to notice that 

both groups have been striving and sustained with support from well-established and deeply 

entrenched local, traditional, religious groups and non-governmental organizations. After all, such 

civil society organizations are expected to serve as backbone for the design, implementation, and 

monitoring of democratic institutions (De Tocqueville 2004; Putnam 2000; Monga 1996; Diamond 

1994). The battle of narratives between proponents of Hindu cultural majoritarianism and those 

protecting “lower” caste identities complicates the quest for ethical, altruistic forms of democracy. 

In fact, many of these groups are uncivil societies, as they can produce negative social capital 

(Monga 2009). 

 

All these examples illustrate a global picture of democracy as one of the brightest human ideas, 

but still more abstract than practical, and certainly not rooted in a valid theory of free political 

markets with representative citizen and omniscient political agents. 

 

4. The Law of Economics: How to Gain Democratic Credentials 

 

One would have thought that some 2,422 years after the Greeks articulated the need to associate 

the notions of “demos” and “kratos”, more than 800 years after the Magna Carta, 243 years after 

the American Revolution, and nearly three quarters of a century after the adoption of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights by the “international community,” human societies must have 

articulated and learned enough about democratic forms of governments to be able to formulate and 

implement a broadly accepted consensus on what the fundamental principles and modus operandi 

are. One would have expected that philosophers, political theorists, and other social scientists 

would have offered by now a robust framework for comparative analyses of the levels and 

effectiveness of democratization processes around the world. 

 

Yet, the world is far from it. Even the oldest “democracies” seem to function in ways that are 

reminiscent of regimes that are classified as “autocracies,” often with leaders at the highest levels 

of responsibility acting in ways that are considered unlawful and utterly immoral by their own 

peers. The traditional excuse that when such undemocratic and unethical patterns of behavior occur 

in countries with strong, independent, and credible legal systems, those systems are keeping even 

the most powerful politicians in check no longer holds: the judiciary has been politicized, 

instrumentalized, or circumvented in most “democracies” (Alexander 2010). In some advanced 

“democracies,” the prevailing laws and regulations grant more than enough space to political 

leaders to act in ways that would be viewed as autocratic, illegal, and immoral in developing 

countries with political and legal systems labeled “undemocratic.”  
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Perhaps the most glaring recent illustration of this is the way the international community, self-

proclaimed guardian of democratic values and models of good global governance, reacted to the 

medieval-style murder of famous Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi in 2018. The US President, 

leader of the Free World, issued a statement which read:  

 

“The world is a very dangerous place!” The memo then read: “The crime against Jamal 

Khashoggi was a terrible one, and one that our country does not condone. Indeed, we 

have taken strong action against those already known to have participated in the 

murder. After great independent research, we now know many details of this horrible 

crime. We have already sanctioned 17 Saudis known to have been involved in the 

murder of Mr. Khashoggi, and the disposal of his body. […] This is an unacceptable 

and horrible crime.” […] “That being said, we may never know all of the facts 

surrounding the murder of Mr. Jamal Khashoggi. In any case, our relationship is with 

the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. They have been a great ally in our very important fight 

against Iran. The United States intends to remain a steadfast partner of Saudi Arabia 

to ensure the interests of our country, Israel and all other partners in the region.” […] 

“After my heavily negotiated trip to Saudi Arabia last year, the Kingdom agreed to 

spend and invest $450 billion in the United States. This is a record amount of money. 

It will create hundreds of thousands of jobs, tremendous economic development, and 

much additional wealth for the United States. Of the $450 billion, $110 billion will be 

spent on the purchase of military equipment from Boeing, Lockheed Martin, Raytheon 

and many other great U.S. defense contractors. If we foolishly cancel these contracts, 

Russia and China would be the enormous beneficiaries – and very happy to acquire all 

of this newfound business. It would be a wonderful gift to them directly from the 

United States!” (White House 2018). 

 

If there was ever a public, “official” announcement of the death of democracy, whatever it meant, 

it is probably that self-explanatory statement by none other than the occupant of the White House. 

The dazzling candor from the leader of the most powerful democratic country in the world 

delegitimizes the notion that there is an ethical global order out there, and that people living in 

autocracies should aspire to. It also annihilates the romantic dream that advanced democratic 

countries carry and hold dear a set of values that make their political systems “better” and give 

credibility to the human collective quest for morality in governance. 

 

As striking as it may have appeared, the White House statement of moral equivalence between the 

extraordinary killing and dismembering of the body of a journalist in plain sight, and the decision 

to ignore it (beyond even symbolic verbal criticism) in order to preserve some business 

transactions was nothing unusual. For centuries, the leaders of powerful “democratic” countries 

have behaved in a similar way and consistently shown willingness to overlook the crimes of allied 

countries and autocrats deemed strategically valuable to their interest. Strategic amnesia has often 

helped many world leaders lower the standards of global political governance, renege on their 

democratic duties by silently condoning brutal practices by authoritarian regimes identified as 

friendly.  

 

Researchers have documented the brutality and negative externalities of military, active political 

interventions conducted by Western powers to overthrow democratically-elected leaders in Iran 
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(Mohammad Mosaddegh, 1953), in Chile (Pinochet, 1973), or in Congo (Patrice Lumumba, 1960). 

These Western powers have also freely selected and appointed political leaders inclined to support 

their mainly economic interests (Smith and Glaser, 1992, 1997; Pean 1983, 2014). This is a 

pervasive problem: several United Nations Secretaries General who have released their memoirs 

after their tenure at the helm of the world’s multilateral political body have revealed the propensity 

of leaders in supposedly democratic countries to condone, if not organize undemocratic practices 

around the world (Boutros-Ghali 1999); Annan 2013, 2014).  

 

In the name of liberty and democracy, to be spread throughout the world, international law has 

also been instrumentalized to create new norms of global governance applied inconsistently, as 

they actually serve to identify and punish political leaders from non-Western countries viewed as 

undesirable. The International Criminal Court, created to judge individuals for genocide, war 

crimes, crimes against humanity, and aggression, has thus been the main tool for such calculated 

randomness. Its jurisdiction and legal process have been crafted to grant broad leeway to the most 

powerful countries in the world who can pick and choose their targets for referral to the Court: 

prosecutions are for crimes committed by a State Party national, or in the territory of a State Party, 

or in a State that has accepted the jurisdiction of the Court; or the crimes must have been referred 

to the ICC Prosecutor by the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) pursuant to a resolution 

adopted under chapter VII of the UN charter. These two conditions have allowed the world super-

powers to basically decide who should be prosecuted by the Court, which means arrested and 

imprisoned for many years while awaiting trial—even though in a number of high-profile cases, 

the Court itself ended up dropping all charges and releasing political leaders whose life and careers 

had been ruined.24 Moreover, the fact that powerful UNSC member countries such as the US, 

China, or Russia (some of whom are quite vocal on their defense of freedom and democracy in the 

world) have not even ratified the Court's founding treaty (Rome Statute), has led to strong 

opposition in many parts of the world about its legitimacy.25 

 

Finally, tactical repentance is also used by the “leaders of the Free World” (typically after leaving 

office) as a way of expressing remorse or to try to justify their inaction in the face of egregious 

violations of human rights, or their military interventions around the world in violation of 

international law. One would have expected that world leaders who engage in costly wars in 

foreign countries far away from their national boundaries would have learned from the Vietnam 

War mistakes, well acknowledged by former US Defense Secretary Robert McNamara who led it. 

Yet, they still engage in wars not authorized by the UNSC, and selectively and inconsistently 

overthrow authoritarian regimes (sometimes after supporting them for long periods of time). After 

classified documents released in 2004 revealed that the Clinton administration knew of a "final 

solution to eliminate all Tutsis" well in advance of the 1994 genocide which left some 800,000 

                                                           
24 Perhaps the most notorious case is that of former President of Côte d’Ivoire Laurent Gbagbo, put on trial in 2011 

on accusations of orchestrating “unspeakable violence” to hold on to power after losing an election in 2010. The trial 

was presented as a landmark in the history of the ICC. Fatou Bensouda, the ICC’s chief prosecutor, vowed to “leave 

no stone unturned” in investigating alleged crimes by all sides in the conflict. Yet in January 2019, Gbagbo was 

acquitted by the ICC. While the prosecutor has appealed the decision, the initial ruling of acquittal has weakened the 

credibility and reputation of the court as a politically-independent institution working for justice and democracy. 
25Skepticism about the impartiality of the Court has been compounded by the fact that since its creation in 2002, most 

of the cases brought to its jurisdiction have been about African political leaders, several whom were acquitted after 

being put on trial for years. In the meantime, terrible tragedies such as the Iraq and Syrian Wars have not yet triggered 

any prosecution. This has led many leaders of the African Union to consider quitting the Court. 
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people dead in just a few weeks in Rwanda, the former US President admitted: "If we'd gone in 

sooner, I believe we could have saved at least a third of the lives that were lost...it had an enduring 

impact on me."26 Likewise, after he left office, former US President Barack Obama said that failing 

to prepare for the aftermath of the 2011 ousting of Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi was the “worst 

mistake” of his presidency. Libya became "a mess" (Obama’s words), and fell into a long civil war 

which spiraled into neighboring countries. 

 

If the “international community,” self-identified as the custodian of liberty and democracy, is 

actually an evolving union of Western heads of state whose value scale depend much less on moral 

standards and ethical practices than on their random perceptions of their often-changing countries’ 

interests, if the propensity of world leaders to speak out or to act in defense of their own conception 

of human rights and freedom is inversely proportional to the business deals available to their firms, 

then democracy has to be unmasked: it is an ineffectual concept, especially when used for 

comparative political analysis. 

 

What conclusion can be drawn from all this? What should a developing country tyrant do to find 

acceptance as a legitimate member of the club of world leaders committed to the virtues of 

“democracy” and the rule of law? The Machiavellian straightforward answer is that building or 

advertising the wealth of his nation and picking his allies among the super-powers are the real 

criteria for being granted membership in the democracy club. 

 

Recent global political developments have simply confirmed that the very idea of democracy is 

still mainly an abstract ideal for human societies struggling to come up with the most ethical and 

ambitious modes of self-government. It does not lend itself easily to the big questions it was 

supposed to address at inception: who should measure, assess, and judge the quality of freedom 

and democracy and political well-being in general, and what framework should be used to do it? 

From a comparative perspective, democratization anchored in a set of constitutional and legal texts 

and widely-accepted political and social norms, has always carried an intrinsic contradiction: on 

the one hand, a prescriptive universalist approach based on strong (if not rigid) specific principles 

and modus operandi derived from international covenants and valid in all places and at all times 

would make it a totalitarian framework. Moreover, the postulate that founding documents such as 

Constitutions should not be tampered with, except in exceptional circumstances requiring near 

unanimous consensus, negate the very basis of law and freedom, which is legitimacy: why should 

American citizens in the 21st century be bound by political decisions and preferences expressed 

from 1776 and 1787 by a group of “Founding Fathers” (most of them slave owners) who 

successfully led the war for independence from Great Britain, wrote the Declaration of 

Independence, and inspired the US Constitution? Why should French citizens in 2019 be 

compelled to live their lives under a Constitution adopted in 1958? For how long should such 

adherence to political “traditions” go on? 

 

On the other hand, a totally flexible approach to assessing democratization allowing for particular 

features and preferences (or lack thereof) in various nations and regions at various times would 

make it a more vulnerable political concept, which could be hijacked by cultural relativists and 

autocrats around the world to justify oppressive forms of governments. Yet, beyond these 

                                                           
26 Interview with CNBC Meets' Tania Bryer, March 13, 2013. 
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conflicting approaches, there is a need to organize the polity in ways that make it stable, legitimate, 

and also reflective of constantly evolving social preferences (Monga 2015). 

 

Humans claim to be the most sophisticated and intelligent beings who have ever lived in the 

universe. This assertion is based on the presumably superior nature of the human brain and the 

many spectacular achievements of the species—from sending men to the moon to building robots 

who may soon be able to “think.” The breathtaking creativity of the human mind, the relentless 

passion for research, and the intensive pace of innovation observed around the world over several 

millennia can indeed be viewed as preliminary evidence of the infinite capabilities of the 

descendants of primates. Still, this intrinsically bright species has remained incapable of finding 

the appropriate institutions and laws for governing themselves democratically in a world where 

economic interests determine the ethics of governance, and shape individual and collective 

behavior. 

 

 

 

 

------------------ 
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